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	Rapid evolution of technical advances in infrared sensor technology, image processing, “smart” algorithms, databases, and system integration paves the way for new methods of research and use in medical infrared imaging. These breakthroughs permit easy-to-use, high-sensitivity imaging that can address key issues of diagnostic specificity and engender a new level of diagnostic standardization, thus enabling the even wider use of infrared imaging as a viable, non-invasive, lower-cost, safe and accessible first-line detection modality.


	Edited by the inventor of the MedATR concept that leads to the first IR-CAD for the early detection of breast cancer, Medical Infrared Imaging presents many of the new ideas, concepts, and technologies that are key to the wider acceptance of infrared imaging as a revolutionary new standard. Beginning with the worldwide advances and their medical applications from a historical perspective, the book provides detailed and comprehensive information on the technology and hardware resulting from these innovative breakthroughs that will make currently contributory infrared information even more pertinent. The book covers the physics and physiological basis of thermal imaging, and such cutting-edge concepts as: dynamic thermal imaging, thermal tomography, the important role of infrared in a multi-modality imaging setting, and novel processing techniques for the early detection of breast cancer. A significant portion of the book introduces new applications such as biometric facial recognition and the clinical use and quantification of the TAU technique which uses functional imaging to determine the relevance, the stage, and the progression of diseases. Effective and reproducible results are crucial and the book emphasizes the importance of standardization, calibration, and protocols. Finally, the editor includes chapters on the use of databases for storage and retrieval of images and the ethical obligations of infrared research and clinical practice.


	As a comprehensive state-of-the-science and indication of future directions, Medical Infrared Imaging provides the medical and biomedical engineering communities with the tools to fully utilize and further advance the applications of infrared imaging.
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Primary Intraocular LymphomaWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007


	In medicine and science, two inseparable sisters, a modern renaissance has

	occurred in which the pursuit of knowledge has provided the world with

	fascinating discoveries and answers to age-old questions. Perhaps one of

	the most shining and striking moments in this modern renaissance was

	the elucidation of the human genome. From...
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Advancement of Optical Methods in Experimental Mechanics, Volume 3Springer, 2013

	Advancement of Optical Methods in Experimental Mechanics: Proceedings of the 2013 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the third volume of eight from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering.  The collection presents early findings and case studies...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-445): Microsoft SQL Server 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
This training kit is designed for business intelligence developers and administrators who plan to take the Microsoft Certified Technical Specialist (MCTS) Exam 70-445, Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Business Intelligence – Implementation and Maintenance. The primary objective of this exam is to certify that...
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Frommer's Portugal (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Centuries ago, Portugal was a pioneer of worldwide exploration. Until recently, however, it was never as successful in attracting visitors to its own shores. Outside of greater Lisbon, the Algarve, and the island of Madeira, Portugal remained unknown and undiscovered by the mainstream visitor for many decades.
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Incident Response and Computer Forensics, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Completely Updated with the Latest Techniques--Contains All-New Forensics Content and Real-World Scenarios

"An insider's look at the legal, procedural and technical steps of computer forensics and analysis." --Information Security magazine

"This book is an absolute must-read for anyone who plays a role in...
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Mastering Microsoft Visual Basic 2008Sybex, 2008
Welcome to Visual Basic 2008, the most mature version yet of the most popular programming language for building Windows and web applications. In modern software development, however, the language is only one of the components we use to build applications. The most important component is the .NET Framework, which is an indispensable component of...
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